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STOP resizing and Watermarking digital photos by hand! No need to adjust photo size one at a time.

Image Utility 2012 can save you tons of time by resizing your digital photos all at once! Instant rapid

download, then 3 settings and a mouse click, what could be easier? Looking for a solution for batch

resizing and Watermarking of multiple images? This is where our Image Utility 2012 shines! Image Utility

2012 will automate the repetitive, time wasting task of resizing your digital pictures for you. No matter how

many dozens, hundreds, or thousands of digital photos you have! All you have to do is tell Image Utility

2012 which folder your digital picture files are in, then set the size you want them to be (either by height
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or width), then simply point to the folder where you would like the new resized image saved. It's that

simple! 1-2-3 then click GO and watch the magic. There's no need to wait around, wasting your valuable

time, once the three-step settings are filled in, Image Utility 2012 will display a progress bar, and tells you

when the job is done. You are off doing something else, while Image Utility 2012 is working. - Resize 100

digital photographs in seconds flat! - Resize 1,000 digital camera photos in a matter of a few minutes! -

Resize 10,000 original digital photos in a fraction of the time it would take by hand! - In fact there's no limit

to how many, and what size pictures it will adjust! - Image Utility 2012 does all the work. Image Utility

2012 will resize images for you in the blink of an eye! With Image Utility 2012 you don't need expensive

digital photo graphics software to edit and resize each of your digital pictures. - A fraction of the cost of

larger more complicated programs. - Instant download, no codes required, never expires! - NO photo

editing software needed at all. - Very small program, simple install. - Retains original picture quality! -

Simple 3-step operation! - Proudly handcrafted by Americans, in America! Digital photos are increasingly

getting larger and more widely used than ever before. Now you can capture these digital photos using

your digital camera and resize them all to ANY size at the click of your mouse! - Resize original photos

down to 250 pixels thumbnails for a website... - Resize the same original digital camera photos to 50 pixel

thumbnail images... - Resize large super-sized digital photos down to manageable size suitable for

emailing... - The possibilities are endless! Added Bonus! Batch Watermark your digital images in

seconds! Just like the Batch Resize , batch Watermark works the same way. Choose the folder with the

images you want to add watermarks to , then choose the folder to save the Watermarked images to ,

choose the position and opacity for the watermark and lastly write whatever you want the watermark to be

and your done ...simple and fast. Keep your digital images safe online with a Watermark! Tags: resize

digital camera photos, batch resize multiple images, bulk photo resize, automated digital image converter,

digital picture resizer, automatic photo resizing, batch image processing, digital photograph resize
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